 
  
     How is AI influencing the web and those building for it? Join us for a virtual event on April 25th. Learn more.
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 Instantly build and deploy your sites to our global network from Git. Custom domains, https, deploy previews, rollbacks and much more.
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           Connect everything. Build anything.
   Netlify is the essential platform for the delivery of exceptional and dynamic web experiences, without limitations.
 
  
   
    Deploy to NetlifyRequest demo 
   
     Play the video    
  
   
         Netlify Composable Web Platform
   Streamlined orchestration, simplified and unified workflows, and real-time updates across infrastructure, workflows, websites and teams — all supported by Enterprise-grade security, services, and a world-class partner ecosystem.
 
  
   
   
             Frontend Cloud Deploy faster 
   
    Netlify Core is a frontend cloud solution for developers to build and deploy future-proof digital solutions with modern, composable tooling that works with all modern frameworks.
 
   
     Learn more about Core        
   
   
   
  
     Data Layer Unify all content 
   
    Netlify Connect is a data unification layer that gives web teams the freedom to create world-class websites, online stores, and applications with data from any existing or new content source.
 
   
     Learn more about Connect        
   
   
   
  
     Visual Editor Click, edit, publish 
   
    Netlify Create gives digital teams the freedom to autonomously perform content and website updates faster than ever before with an intuitive visual editor.
 
   
     Learn more about Create        
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       Enterprises run on Netlify 
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      Ship your e-commerce site in just a few clicks 
 Spin up a new project, or connect an existing, and explore rollbacks, CI/CD, edge functions, collaborative deploy previews, and more.
  Read the docsDeveloper Hub 
              e-commerce site 
        AI chatbot 
        landing page 
        edge function 
  
    export function CartMain({layout, cart}: CartMainProps) {
  const linesCount = Boolean(cart?.lines?.nodes?.length || 0);
  const withDiscount =
    cart &&
    Boolean(cart.discountCodes.filter((code) => code.applicable).length);
  const className = `cart-main ${withDiscount ? 'with-discount' : ''}`;

  return (
    <div className={className}>
      <CartEmpty hidden={linesCount} layout={layout} />
      <CartDetails cart={cart} layout={layout} />
    </div>
  );
}
 
  
  const stream = await getChatStream(
  {
    ...appConfig.apiConfig,
    user: context.ip,
    messages: [{ role: "system", content: prompt }, ...messages],
  },
  appConfig.OPENAI_API_KEY ?? ""
);
return new Response(stream, {
  headers: { "Content-Type": "text/plain" },
});
 
  
  ---
const homepage = await getEntryBySlug("homepage", "index");
const { banner, key_features, service, testimonial } = homepage.data;
---

<Base>
  <Banner banner={banner} />
  <KeyFeatures key_features={key_features} />
  <Service service={service} />
  <Testimonial testimonial={testimonial} />
  <Cta />
</Base>
 
  
  import type { Config, Context } from "@netlify/edge-functions";

export default async (request: Request, context: Context) => {
  return Response.json({ geo: context.geo });
};

export const config: Config = {
  path: "/geolocation",
};
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   Customer Story
  Mammut means quality - in brand and in technology 
  Mammut came to Netlify because they needed a performant, interoperable Composable Web Platform that could deliver a best-in-class digital brand experience for their customers. They needed a partner that could keep their site reliable and performant during peak retail season and unexpected traffic spikes.
 
    View the story        
   
     
   
       Ready to try Netlify? 
   
    Request demo 
   
   
          Close modal       Request a demo
  
Get help with technical issues and general questions by visiting our
Support Center.
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